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Brethren, welcome to our second Provincial Newsletter and thank you for the feedback which we have received 
following our initial effort. We have taken on board your comments and suggestions and have included some of them 
in this issue. Don’t forget this is your Newsletter so please let us know what you think about it, and would like to see 
here. 
 
Recently we have seen a number of mixed messages from different Orders, proposing various different dates for 
meetings to begin again, in fact the first Craft meeting seemingly took place at Great Queen Street only this week! 
However, in Athelstan we are still working on the basis of the last announcement from the Grand Master that no 
meetings are to be held until January 2021. This of course means that our Provincial Annual General Meeting at 
Southport on 16th of January could well be the first Athelstan Provincial meeting of the year. We hope that you will all 
support this meeting and make it truly a day to remember and a fitting starting point for us to begin the New Year.  
 
You are all aware that a Provincial Almoner has been appointed and he is doing a very worthwhile job, assisted by, 
and coordinating the efforts of, our Court Almoners to ensure we are being kept informed of any Brother who may 
need assistance or support.   
 
In addition, we now also have a History Officer whose task is to ensure that a full record of our Provincial and Court 

history is collated and forwarded to the Grand Historian so that future generations will be able to look back at the 

beginnings of our Courts. In 2014 the Grand Master set up a Historical Recovery Project in order to gather the early 

and subsequent records of our Order, from its earliest beginnings. The purpose was to enable future historians to have 

a central record of our Order, to provide a comprehensive view of our beginnings and growth. Whilst this has already 

achieved a degree of success, at the 2020 Grand Witan Right Worshipful Brother Tony Burke, GCAG, was appointed to 

head this Project and he has now requested that each province has a “Provincial Historian” to assist him. With this in 

mind, and in order to facilitate the collection of this material within our Province, the Provincial Grand Master has 

appointed W.Bro. Leo (Paul) Saunders to oversee this. The material requested is wide ranging, from Summonses 

through to Court photographs, anything that will imbue a sense of “life” and history to our Courts. Needless to say, 

future access to view this will be restricted to those with a genuine interest and subject to the usual strict data 

protection controls. Paul has already begun contacting all our Secretaries to explain his role and his  

Those of you who have looked at the Grand Court website recently will be aware that a number of presentations have 
been uploaded to the Athelstan You Tube channel, for those of you who weren’t aware …... well you are now!  The 
You Tube channel can be accessed directly from the site and there are some interesting presentations on there from 
the Grand Master, they are meant to be an initial step and there are plans for them being added to frequently, so keep 
an eye on it. The newly revamped website is now much more up to date, more reactive, and interactive, than the 
earlier incarnation so if you haven’t had a look at it yet, please do so. It now gives a full list of all Athelstan Courts 
worldwide which can be sorted in numeric, therefore age, order and that enables us to see exactly where our 
Courts are placed in the historical growth of the Order. There are a number of changes but Provincial details are 
minimal on the site now; the reason being that the site incorporates direct links to individual Provincial websites, but 
unfortunately some Provincial sites are still somewhat out of date so that is still a work in progress.  With this in 
mind, we are in the process of setting up our own Provincial website which will also give access to, and be accessible 
from, the Grand Court site.  
 
Speaking of You Tube presentations, the Cheshire Provincial website has recently produced a series 
of videos with leaders of other Orders, giving them the chance to explain the origins to their Orders, where they differ 
from, or dovetail with, Craft and Royal Arch; it is a well thought out initiative to enable them to reach a wider audience 
and potentially be a very good recruiting tool. Our Provincial Grand Master is one of the Leaders invited to respond 
and his talk is a great advert for our Order.  
You can view it by following this link -  https://vimeo.com/430970710/726441d535 
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Our Courts, our Provinces and indeed our Order itself, are obviously closely related to the Saxon history of Athelstan’s 
time and we are particularly lucky in this current Kingdom (the United one of course) that we can actually identify a 
great number of locations from that time and use Court and Province names in some areas to reflect the Saxon 
geography. Our own Court names reflect both this and some of the characters from the time and explanations relating 
to the naming of both Ceaster and Alfric follow.   
 
The Court of Ceaster (pronounced “Chayster”) was consecrated almost exactly a year ago at Christleton in a wonderful 
ceremony which was very well attended. For those of you who haven’t been there the Masonic Hall at Christleton is 
part of a superb conference and wedding venue and the Lodge rooms  are very impressive, successfully incorporating 
some furnishings and even windows from the now demolished Masonic Hall which was previously in Hunter Street, 
Chester. 
 
Ceaster was chosen as the name for the new Court, not surprising given its location, and this was the explanation for 
the name incorporated into the Consecration documents: 

 

“Ceaster (Chester) and its links with Æthelstan 

Between 907 and 921 forts were built over an area which stretched from north-east Wales to Manchester, 

Ceaster (Chester) thus became the focus of complex garrisoning arrangements. Cestrians may at first have 

welcomed Æthelflæd: she was half Mercian and had married Æthelred, the ruler of Mercia. After Æthelflæd's 

death in 918 her brother King Edward the Elder took over the remains of Mercia which was clearly much 

resented. His visits to the Area in 919 and 921 resulted in three new burhs. In 924 the men of Chester revolted 

in alliance with the Welsh. Edward again took and garrisoned the city but died shortly afterwards nearby at 

Farndon. 

The accession of Æthelstan in 925 restored the burhs fortunes. The King, who had been brought up at the 

court of his aunt Æthelflæd was popular with and well disposed towards his Mercian subjects. During his 

reign Chester retained its strategic significance. In 937 it may well have sheltered Æthelstan before his victory 

over the Scots and the Dublin Norsemen at 'Brunanburh' (probably nearby Bromborough). 

Chester was the administrative as well as the military centre for the district; involved in its maintenance as a 

royal fortress. Above all it was the site of the court for a shire which may have originated in the early 10th 

century and certainly existed by 980. The area involved was large: it presumably comprised the 12 hundreds 

of Cheshire listed in the Domesday Survey, and possibly for a while included south Lancashire as well. Under 

Æthelstan, when coins first had a securely identifiable Chester mint- signature, a distinctive type was again 

issued, one which eschewed the portrait head of the alien West Saxon kings. Remarkably the mint then became 

the most prolific centre of coin production in England, rivalling London in importance. 

The new burh was also the centre of important ecclesiastical developments. Late and unreliable traditions 

alleged that the body of St. Werburg was carried to Chester in 875 and installed in a Minster refounded in 

her honour. The minster undoubtedly existed by 958, and on balance it seems likely that Æthelflæd was 

responsible for the refoundation after 907. The installation of such respected Mercian relics suggests that the 

burh was regarded not simply as a garrisoned fortress but as a major centre of authority; the focus of attempts 

to conciliate local resentment of the West Saxon incomers.” 

  

The following is the Alfric explanation:  
Alfric (Alfricus Grammaticus) c. 955 – 1010] 
During his reign, King Athelstan instituted radical reforms in areas of empowering his subjects to have a say in the 
running and governing of their own affairs. This naturally brought an increase in learning and research by many of 
Athelstan’s subjects, especially amongst the Clergy and Monastic scholars.  
One of the foremost of these was Alfric (Anglo Saxon Aelfric) who eventually became Bishop of Eynsham in 1003, a 
post he held until his death. He was a prolific writer, producing many texts and writings which still survive today. His 
homilies (written in two series termed Catholic Homilies 1 and 2) provided a reading for almost every day of the year, 
but woven into them was Alfric’s own interpretations thus making them more like sermons than readings. He also 
wrote a famous work entitled “The Life of St. Edmund” and is often quoted in various works to the present day.  
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He was educated by St. Aethelwold, from which we can deduce that his family had at least moderate social standing. 
Being a student of the Benedictines in that period obviously encouraged him and he developed great skill as a teacher, 
hence his nickname Grammaticus.  
Amongst his many works were translations of the early books of the Old Testament and a series of teaching texts. He 
is also remarkable for his development of the prose style of writing, due to the influence of both patristic writers and 
Old English Poetry. A lot of his writing used “rhythmical prose” which, like poetry, employs aliteration linking “half lines 
“, rhyme, and vocabulary more akin to prose.  
He became a teacher at the newly founded Abbey at Cerne Abbas in 987 which signalled the start of his relationship 
with the nobleman Aethelmaer, who had originally established the house at Cerne Abbas, a collaboration which was 
later to lead to much greater things. When Aethelmaer later re-founded the Abbey at Eynsham he asked Alfric to be its 
first Abbot, a position one can imagine he filled with his usual diligence until his death. 
  
Why not send us details relating to why your particular Court name was chosen so we can share it amongst our 
Brethren who may not be aware of its significance? 
 
  For those interested in the history of King Athelstan there are a plethora of books available, too many to name, but 
two worth looking out for are “Athelstan” by Tom Holland which is very much a Penguin brief potted history, and at 
the other end of the spectrum “Athelstan the First King of England” by Sarah Foot which is a very comprehensive 
analysis of him and his reign. 
 
If you don’t fancy reading, and were a fan of the Sharpe TV series, then look for “The Last Kingdom” on Netflix. To be 
fair it is not really about Athelstan, the storyline centres on a Viking orphan and his relationship with King Alfred and 
his son, but Athelstan as Alfred’s illegitimate grandson appears in a few episodes as a young boy and the story of his 
birth and early years seems historically accurate. It is based on the books by Bernard Cornwell and, very much like 
Sharpe, puts a fictitious character in the middle of genuine historical drama.  Well worth a watch for the action and 
adventure, as well as the history. 
 
The following pages are just a bit of fun, with a simple crossword and some photographs of our Provincial Meeting in 
January. 
 
As a last thought, please continue to let us know what you want to see here, email, text, phone …. One thing that has 

become obvious over the past months is our continuous use of new mediums as a means of contact, It’s interesting 
to note that in these troubled times of almost Draconian isolation, with no meetings to attend, even being unable to 
visit a friend, although we  may be kept apart, many of us have spoken more regularly to each other than ever 
before through social media, website chats and other interactive meetings on Teams and Zoom. Maybe there is a 
place to continue such contact in the future, which would serve to keep us closer in touch between meetings even 
when we are able to associate again. 
 

 
Stay safe brethren. 
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This crossword contains answers based on our Order, well at least the majority of them are, so it should not be 

too difficult to complete. 
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Across 
3. Athelstan wore a Scarlet .......? 
4. Alfred burnt the cakes on the ....... 
7. What has to be displayed at every meeting? 
8. Pythagoras sacrificed one of these 
9. A candidate joins after ...... 
14. Brotherly.......... 
16. Favourite weapon of the Viking Berserkers 
20. Famous Manuscript from 1390 
22. Half brother of Athelstan 
23. Who does the Prior represent? 
24. What is placed in the East? 
25. ............ Charges for Masters and Fellows 
28. Emblem of Industry 
29. Wolfhelm was the ............ of the Lord. 
32. What was Athelstan entitled? 
34. We dedicated ours at the 2020 Provincial meeting 
35. What lives in an apiary? 
36. The words we learn and recite. 

Down 
1. What is placed in the South? 
2. We had to put his name in somewhere ... 
5. What do the initials KAG stand for 
6. Sprig of ..... 
10. Jean Francois ...........? 
11. Proclamation after a Master is Installed  
12. The room we meet in is called a .......? 
13. Viking ship 
15. Scarlet .............  
17. Brotherly love, relief and .......... 
18. Emblem of Cyningstun 10 - 90 
19. The last Court dedicated in our Province 
21. Which stone was moved nearer to it’s original location 
in the grounds of All Saints Church? 
26. Sister of mythical King Arthur, Morgan le ... 
27. ........... Charges for all Masons 
30. Mythical sword from Camelot 
31. You don’t want to be caught in a Perfect one of these. 
33. All the world’s a ........ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Can you think of a caption for this photograph? Please submit it and let’s see what you can come up with. I 

can already hear a chorus of “He’s behind you!”  

The best, printable, (I repeat … Printable!) caption will win a copy of Tom Holland’s “Athelstan” book 

which was mentioned earlier. 

 

      
 

 

 

….. and finally Brethren, these are just a few candid photographs taken at the Provincial Meeting in January, 

there are many others from this and previous meetings, all of which will shortly be available to view on our 

Provincial website. Watch this space…………. 
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